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POLICE BODY-WORN CAMERAS

SETH W. STOUGHTON

Since the summer of 2014, community members, politicians, and police executives across the country have called for greater police accountability and improvements in police-community relations. Body-worn cameras ("BWCs") are widely seen as serving both ends. Today, thousands of police agencies are exploring, adopting, and implementing body-cam programs. BWCs are here, and more are coming. Legal scholars have largely responded to this burgeoning new technology by addressing it through the framework of traditional discussions about privacy, police accountability, or the rules of evidence. Relatively few articles have gone further by identifying the potential benefits of BWCs and critically examining whether the adoption of this technology by police agencies can truly do what many proponents claim. This Article falls solidly into the latter camp.

Body-worn cameras are a tool. Tools should be used to advance normatively desirable goals when they are an efficient way of accomplishing or facilitating those goals. Body-worn cameras, like any tool, should not be used when the goal itself is inappropriate or when the tool is ill-suited for the job at hand.

This Article explores the limits of BWCs as a tool. It does so by first reviewing the historical justifications for, implementation of, and lessons learned from an earlier iteration of police video recording technology: in-car cameras. It then offers a simplified way of conceptualizing the multitudinous advantages that BWC proponents have identified, putting them into three categories: symbolic benefits, behavioral benefits, and informational
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benefits. This classification is a necessary first step in police agencies and communities articulating what they hope to achieve with a BWC program. Whether body cams will advance the desired goals depends on the practical limitations of the technology and our ability to interpret the resulting video footage as well as the policies and procedures that govern implementation. The latter half of the paper is dedicated to a critical examination of the practical limitations and policy considerations that will ultimately determine whether body-worn cameras can live up to the hype.

INTRODUCTION

In 2013, Judge Shira Scheindlin found that the New York Police Department’s widespread and aggressive use of stop-and-frisks had violated civilians’ constitutional rights. She ordered the agency to “institute a pilot project in which body-worn cameras [would] be worn for a one-year period by officers on patrol.” Having video footage of officers’ interactions with civilians, Judge Scheindlin wrote, “will serve a variety of useful functions.” That sentiment was popularized in the aftermath of Officer Darren Wilson’s fatal shooting of Michael Brown in the then little-known St. Louis suburb of Ferguson, Missouri—among the first in a series of violent incidents

2. Id. at 685.
3. Id.
that attracted public scrutiny and widespread criticism of the police.\footnote{Community members, politicians, and police executives across the}

country called for greater police accountability and improvements in police-community relations. Body-worn cameras ("body cams" or "BWCs") were and are widely seen as serving both ends.

The combination of public demand and federal or private funding has led thousands of police agencies to explore, adopt, and implement body-cam programs. A 2015 survey by the Major Cities Chiefs Association and the Major County Sheriffs’ Association found that ninety-five percent of surveyed agencies had either implemented or were committed to implementing a BWC program. By the middle of 2016, half of the seventy largest cities in the United States had begun using or committed to using BWCs. In November of that year, a market survey commissioned by the National Institute of Justice identified sixty-six different BWC models by dozens of different vendors. Competition between the largest vendors was fierce. In April 2017, TASER International officially changed its name to Axon—the name of its market-dominating body-cam system—and offered all interested police agencies free cameras for a year.

Body-worn cameras are here, and more are coming. It is not difficult to figure out why. As Howard Wasserman has pointed out:

Supporters promote body cameras as a panacea; they are spoken of as the singularly effective solution to the problem, able to prevent “another Ferguson.” And the public perceives them as that comprehensive cure to the problem. Video tells us exactly what happened, entirely eliminates the he-said/he-said

---


9. Exactly where they are coming may depend on local characteristics. See, e.g., Jeffrey S. Nowacki & Dale Willits, Adoption of Body Cameras by United States Police Agencies: An Organisational Analysis, 26 POLICING & SOC’Y 1 (2016) (finding that police agencies that identify as technological innovators are more likely to adopt BWCs, but “agencies with large operating budgets and agencies represented by collective bargaining units are less likely” to adopt them).
ambiguity that often characterizes police-citizen encounters, and deters misbehavior by police and citizens.\(^{10}\)

The popular belief in the inherent superiority of video footage has led to what Mary Fan calls the “camera cultural revolution.”\(^{11}\) The result, she predicts, is that “the future will be recorded.”\(^{12}\)

Legal scholars have largely responded to this burgeoning new technology by addressing it through the framework of traditional discussions about privacy, police accountability, or the rules of evidence.\(^ {13}\) Relatively few articles have gone further by identifying the potential benefits of BWCs and critically examining whether the adoption of this technology by police agencies can truly do what the


12. Id. at 928, 934.


This Article is not intended to endorse or condemn police body cams, but rather to identify and critically examine the potential benefits of the technology in light of its capabilities and limitations. For more than two years now, I have educated a variety of audiences about police BWCs, from state supreme court justices to practicing attorneys and from police executives to rank-and-file officers, and I


have repeatedly been asked some variant of what appears to be a simple question: is the adoption of body cameras a good idea? My response is no doubt familiar to law students across the country: it depends. Body-worn cameras are a tool. Tools should be used to accomplish normatively desirable tasks when they are an efficient way of accomplishing or facilitating that task. Following that logic, tools should not be used when the task itself is inappropriate or when the tool is ill-suited for the job at hand. To make this point more directly, consider that most indecent of tools: the hammer. For some tasks, such as putting in nails, the hammer is among the best possible tools to use. For other tasks, such as extracting nails, the hammer is a perfectly reasonable option even though other tools, such as a nail puller or cat’s paw crowbar, may prove marginally more efficacious. For some tasks, such as cleaning a windshield, using a hammer will not only be ineffective, it may prove destructively counterproductive. And some tasks, like bashing in another person’s head, are themselves so objectionable that a hammer should not be used even if its use would easily accomplish the task.

The analogy between body cams and hammers is, of course, inexact. While the relative capabilities and limitations of a hammer are both well-known and easily capable of being identified through even a superficial examination, the potential value and constraints of a body-worn camera system are more speculative and not immediately obvious. Regrettably, the lack of clear information can lead public officials and police executives to give substantially more consideration to the technical questions of how BWCs should be acquired and deployed than the more complicated questions of what agencies are trying to achieve with their use and whether BWCs are an appropriate and efficient tool. That is, the real difficulty with body cams is both pinpointing ex ante what the jurisdiction or agency is trying to accomplish with a BWC system and recognizing the various factors that are likely to affect a body cams’ value in that context.

This Article seeks to elevate public discourse about body-worn cameras. It provides a simplified framework that police executives, elected officials, and community members can apply to make more
informed decisions about whether and how to implement body-worn cameras.\textsuperscript{17}

Part I reviews the justifications for, implementation of, and lessons learned from in-car camera systems (or “dash cams”). Although broadly accepted and widely used today, in-car camera systems were adopted by police agencies much more hesitantly and over a much longer period of time than BWC systems appear to be. Historically, dash cams were justified by their ability to record video that was believed to provide three discrete benefits: it was persuasive evidence in DUI cases, it could establish the validity of a defendant’s consent to search a vehicle that contained drugs, and it was originally thought to help gather information about, if not reduce or eliminate, racial profiling. As officers and administrators became accustomed to the new technology, the list of potential benefits continued to grow. This Part discusses the results and shortcomings of one of the few studies that attempted a comprehensive review of in-car camera systems.

Part II tackles the multitude of different benefits that politicians, police executives, officers, and activists believe or have hoped that body-worn cameras will provide by offering a three-part taxonomy. All of the purported benefits fall, this Article asserts, into one of three categories: symbolic benefits, behavioral benefits, and informational benefits. The symbolic benefits of body cams relate to the potential effect on police-community relations and particularly the extent to which the adoption and implementation of a body-worn camera program can communicate to the public that the agency is aware of, respectful of, and responsive to concerns about accountability and transparency. The behavioral benefits relate to the purported ability of body-worn cameras to encourage lawful and appropriate behavior, increase civility, and decrease physical resistance by civilians and the use of force by officers. The informational benefits relate to the potential for BWC videos to provide more and better information about police encounters than we would otherwise have, along with the various uses to which that information could be put.

The potential benefits outlined in Part II are just that: potential benefits. Whether an agency that adopts body-worn cameras will

\textsuperscript{17} See Floyd v. City of New York, 959 F. Supp. 2d 668, 685 (S.D.N.Y. 2013) (analyzing the unique benefits of body-worn cameras both generally and as applied to the case at hand, and “ordering the NYPD to institute a pilot program in which body-worn cameras will be worn for a one year period by officers on patrol in one precinct per borough”).
enjoy those benefits depends heavily on the practical limitations of
the technology and our ability to use it effectively and the policy
choices that police agencies make when they implement a BWC
program. Part III addresses the former, while Part IV reviews some of
the more difficult aspects of the latter. This Article concludes that
policymakers can make informed decisions about whether to adopt
body cams, which camera system to use, and how to deploy BWCs
only after reviewing the practical limitations and policy implications
that affect each potential benefit and considering how to best manage
any incidental effects.

I. A BRIEF HISTORY OF POLICE VIDEO

It is no exaggeration to say that today’s police officers and the
first “modern” police officers would scarcely recognize each other.18
Most large cities in the United States had police departments by the
1850s, but the officers did not wear uniforms and were typically
prohibited from carrying firearms.19 As policing has evolved, it has
adopted a range of once-new-and-now-familiar equipment and
technology, some of which has dramatically changed the practice, and
sometimes the very nature, of policing. Each change evoked acclaim
and criticism from the public, police administrators, and officers
themselves.20

Police communications have shifted from in-person interactions
to police callboxes to in-car wireless radios to today’s portable digital
radios and cellular communications technology.21 Dispatch and police
records have changed from index cards and paper files to computer-
aided dispatch systems and electronic filing and records-management
systems. Patrol routines, once limited to highly diffused officers
working a foot-patrol beat, have so thoroughly shifted with the advent
of police vehicles that “[t]he patrol car became the symbol of
policing . . . represent[ing] mobility, power, conspicuous presence,

18. Exactly when cities in the United States adopted the modern approach to policing
is difficult to identify with any precision, but by all accounts the institution is less than 200
years old. Seth W. Stoughton, The Blurred Blue Line: Reform in an Era of Public and
control of officers, and professional distance from citizens.”

Police weaponry has changed, too. In the context of lethal weaponry, the revolvers of yesteryear have given way to the semi-automatic handguns that are issued today, with shotguns and rifles often added to the mix. The expansive menu of less-lethal weaponry starts with the original police weapon, the baton, and includes the chemical sprays and electric cattle prods that were used against demonstrators and protestors in the 1960s; Taser and other “stun guns” and the large caliber “baton round” launchers that date from the 1970s; Pepperballs (a paintball filled with a liquid or powder irritating agent) in the late 1990s; and the acoustic or microwave weaponry of the early- and mid-2000s.

Investigative equipment and technology, too, has changed substantially. Police agencies around the country now employ automated license plate readers, gunfire detection systems, radar and LIDAR speed detection devices, laser scanners for forensic measurements, drones and other remote-piloted robotic tools, and so on.

Comparatively speaking, the history of police-video recording is of much more recent vintage than other technological innovations. Although there were failed attempts to install cameras in police vehicles as early as the 1930s—“[t]he camera was on a small tripod

that required the full passenger side of the front seat with the back seat fully loaded with a recorder and cables—\(^{29}\)—it is more accurate to say that police-video recording is celebrating its thirtieth birthday.

When they were first commercially introduced in the late 1980s, dash cams were not particularly popular. The notion of private ownership of video-playing hardware was still new and largely alien. By 1985, only seventeen percent of households had a Video Cassette Recording (“VCR”) system,\(^{30}\) which some number of readers will recall played Video Home System (“VHS”) tapes. Private ownership of those VHS cassettes—the recording medium of the day—was rare; rentals were the norm. In 1987, Paramount Pictures shocked the video industry by announcing that cassettes of *Top Gun* would be sold for a mere $26.95, “the lowest introductory price ever asked for a major movie on cassette.”\(^{31}\)

In the policing context, the cameras that could be mounted in vehicles were large, difficult to install, and expensive.\(^{32}\) Each unit had three components—the camera itself, a monochromatic playback unit that could be mounted overhead or between the front seats, and a VCR secured in a locking stainless steel box that was typically mounted in the passenger foot-well, the back seat, or the trunk; all of the components had to be wired together.\(^{33}\) The high price and difficulty of installation and maintenance limited the initial adoption of body-worn cameras.

\(^{29}\) I N T ’ L A S S ’ N O F C H I E F S O F P O L I C E, supra note 28, at 5.


\(^{33}\) The components of the L3’s Mobile Vision In-Car Video System, for example, can still be found and purchased online. *M3 Mobile Vision MV-7 In Car Video System, VoiceLink Microphone + Extras*, eBAY, https://www.ebay.com/itm/M3-Mobile-Vision-MV-7-In-Car-Video-System-VoiceLink-Plus-Microphone-Extras-/132424099234 [https://perma.cc/VG88-W34L].
by police agencies. It may also have been true that police executives did not feel a compelling need to adopt in-car camera systems; after all, officers had never had them before and their absence had not hindered police operations.

Over the next fifteen years, agencies began to adopt dash cams more readily for four separate reasons, presented here chronologically. First, Mothers Against Drunk Driving, which had been founded in 1980, began providing grants or directly purchasing in-car camera systems for police agencies in the late 1980s and early 1990s. For drunk-driving cases, video footage from in-car camera systems was viewed as “a ‘defense killer’” that could dramatically increase the potential for a prosecution to end in a plea deal. As public perceptions shifted, video footage was believed to be necessary for fact-finders to fairly assess the situation, including the defendant’s performance on field sobriety exercises. Since 1998, for example, South Carolina has required video recordings in DUI prosecutions; subject to a few exceptions, the arresting officer must provide a video recording of the investigation both at the site of the stop and at the location of the breath testing or submit an affidavit explaining why video was not available.

Second, dash cams were a response to the public outcry that followed from the Rodney King beating, fortuitously filmed by a bystander with a personal camcorder in March 1991. Then, as now, public demand for police accountability and the police interest in protecting officers from frivolous allegations of misconduct both contributed to the adoption of in-car camera systems.

Third, by the mid-1990s, the Drug Enforcement Administration (“DEA”) had become concerned about the number of drug possession cases that were not resulting in convictions. At issue in those cases was the validity of a motorist’s consent to a police search of his vehicle. The DEA began to offer funding for local police agencies to acquire in-car camera systems because the video would, they believed, help prosecutors prove to skeptical judges and juries that someone who was “transporting large quantities of narcotics and

34. INT’L ASS’N OF CHIEFS OF POLICE, supra note 28, at 5.
35. Law Enforcement Agencies Get Cameras, supra note 32.
38. INT’L ASS’N OF CHIEFS OF POLICE, supra note 28, at 5.
hundreds-of-thousands of dollars of unexplainable cash would actually give the police permission to search his/her vehicle.” 39 And they continued to offer funding, in modest amounts, because video was powerful evidence. “Time and time again the camera documented the consented search, which was later used to gain a conviction.” 40

Fourth, by the end of the 1990s and through the early 2000s, public attention to and criticism of racial profiling led the Community Oriented Policing Services (“COPS”) Office at the Department of Justice to offer substantial grant funding for agencies to purchase in-car camera systems. 41 In-car cameras were seen as a way to gather critical data without requiring officers to fill out cumbersome questionnaires after every traffic stop; legislation in Texas, Missouri, and Minnesota, for example, required officers to record race-related information after traffic stops but allowed agencies to install in-car cameras “in lieu of or in addition to collecting data.” 42

39. Id.
40. Id.
41. INT’L ASS’N OF CHIEFS OF POLICE, supra note 28, at 1; U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, COPS OFFICE, U.S. Department of Justice Awards $3.1 Million in Grants to Purchase In-Car Cameras (Sept. 18, 2003), https://web.archive.org/web/20031124102306/http://www.cops.usdoj.gov/80/Default.asp?Item=950 [https://perma.cc/7X4Y-437E]; U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, COPS OFFICE, U.S. Department of Justice Announces $3 Million in Grants to Purchase In-Car Cameras (Nov. 13, 2002), https://web.archive.org/web/20030316233659/http://www.cops.usdoj.gov/80/default.asp?Item=742 [https://perma.cc/T6VG-6BBL]; U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, COPS OFFICE, U.S. Department of Justice Announces $3.2 Million in Grants to Purchase In-Car Cameras (Sept. 21, 2001), https://web.archive.org/web/20011119131008/http://www.usdoj.gov/80/cops/news_info/press_releases/pr_9_21_01c.htm [https://perma.cc/GBG6-HFA3]. It was also perceived at the time that there was an increase in the number of assaults on officers and that in-car camera systems would increase officer safety. Id. The Law Enforcement Officers Killed & Assaulted Data collected and maintained by the Federal Bureau of Investigation does not support the observation that there was a long-term increase in assaults on officers. There was a dramatic drop in assaults on officers in 1996 (46,608 assaults on officers compared to a ten-year average of 63,475 assaults on officers) with an increase in 1997 (52,149 assaults on officers compared to a ten-year average of 62,576 assaults) and 1998 (60,673 assaults on officers compared to 62,768 assaults). Over the next few years, the number of assaults on officers fluctuated between almost 56,000 in 1999 and over 59,000 in 2002, yet the average continued to drop from 62,148 in 1999 to 58,049 in 2002. Law Enforcement Officers Killed and Assaulted: Number of Assaults and Percent Injured by Type of Weapon, 1996–2005, UNIFORM CRIME REPORTING PROGRAM (2005), https://www2.fbi.gov/ucr/killed/2005/table68.htm [https://perma.cc/B25R-8P2M].
42. See, e.g., AMY FARRELL ET AL., NEW CHALLENGES IN CONFRONTING RACIAL PROFILING IN THE 21ST CENTURY: LEARNING FROM RESEARCH & PRACTICE 121 (2003); Florangela Davila, Mayor’s Plan Will Gather Race Data, SEATTLE TIMES (July 19, 2002), http://community.seattletimes.nwsource.com/archive/?date=20020719&slug=race19m [https://perma.cc/Z8YK-6QQA].
Given these pressures and incentives, it should not be surprising that in-car camera systems spread across the policing industry. In 2000, only 37% of police agencies used in-car video cameras. By 2007, that number had climbed to more than 60% of agencies, and by 2013, the most recent year for which data are available, it had reached 70% of agencies; today, it is almost certainly an even higher percentage. The total number of vehicles equipped with camera systems had also jumped dramatically. In 2000, in-car camera systems had been installed in only 3,400 of state police and highway patrol vehicles; by 2003, that number had grown to more than 17,500, “representing 72% of total state patrol vehicles.”

In 2001, the International Association of Chiefs of Police conducted a study of in-car camera systems at the behest of the COPS Office. Researchers employed a series of surveys, focus group discussions, and interviews at dozens of state police agencies and highway patrols that had received funding through the COPS In-Car Camera Initiative. The first phase of the study involved forty-seven police agencies and focused on “selection, acquisition, installation and maintenance of in-car cameras systems, the development of relevant policies and procedures, and in-car camera operation and training. Agencies were also asked to highlight the obstacles encountered as well as the benefits derived from the use of in-car cameras.” The second phase of the study was limited to twenty-one agencies and focused on “both the problems and successes that have arisen since the implementation of their [in-car camera] program” as identified in the “perceptions of prosecutors, police line officers, police mid-level


47. Id. at 7.
managers and executive staff, as well as private citizens.” That study identified a series of benefits, including:

- Enhancing officer safety;
- Improving agency accountability;
- Reducing agency liability;
- Simplifying incident review;
- Enhancing new recruit and in-service training (post-incident use of videos);
- Improving Community/Media perceptions;
- Strengthening police leadership;
- Advancing prosecution/case resolution;
- Enhancing officer performance and professionalism;
- Increasing homeland security; and
- Upgrading technology policies and procedures.

Importantly, the study reflects individuals’ perceptions and does not attempt to track more objective measures. In the context of officer safety, for example, the study concluded that “33% of the officers reported in the survey that the use of the cameras caused them to feel safer on the job, while 64% reported that the use of the camera has had no impact on their level of personal safety.” But the study did not attempt to identify whether officers were, in fact, any safer after the introduction of cameras than they had been before. In the same vein, civilians who were surveyed were asked about whether being recorded would affect their behavior or their willingness to file a complaint, but there was no attempt to determine empirically whether these perceptions were accurate reflections of actual practice. The ultimate findings of the study reflected an enthusiastic, if empirically dubious, endorsement of the value of in-car camera systems, along with exhortations that proper policies and management are essential elements of success and this cautionary note: “[O]nce the agency commits to the use of the in-car cameras, the use of the systems will become the norm and not the exception.

48. Id.
49. Id. at 2.
50. Id. at 13.
51. Id. at 21.
52. Representative conclusions include statements such as, “The in-car camera is an unbiased witness to events to ensure the accountability and the integrity of their officers.” Id. at 25.
Community leaders, the courts, and investigators will expect video evidence in all cases.\textsuperscript{53}

If the history of in-car cameras tells us anything, it is that video recording technology will fully solve the problems it was intended to solve only rarely, if at all. Prosecutions for DUI, suppression motions that attack the validity of consent, and racial profiling remain active and, in some cases, are quite difficult problems to manage. Video footage has certainly proven valuable on some occasions, but acknowledging that cameras have been and can be part of a solution is not to suggest that they are the solution.

II. THE POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF BODY-WORN CAMERAS

Today, the public conversation about body-worn camera systems largely mirrors the historical expectations of the various benefits that police agencies and the public could realize by adopting in-car camera systems. Commentators have provided a veritable laundry list of advantages, but there has been little in the way of consistency in how those advantages are defined. This Part offers a taxonomy inspired by the tripartite justifications that Judge Scheindlin provided for ordering the New York Police Department to begin a trial of BWCs as one of the remedies in the \textit{Floyd v. City of New York}\textsuperscript{54} litigation:

Video recordings will serve a variety of useful functions. First, they will provide a contemporaneous, objective record of stops and frisks, allowing for the review of officer conduct by supervisors and the courts. . . . Second, the knowledge that an exchange is being recorded will encourage lawful and respectful interactions on the part of both parties. Third, the recordings will diminish the sense on the part of those who file complaints that it is their word against the police, and that the authorities are more likely to believe the police. Thus, the recordings should also alleviate some of the mistrust that has developed between the police and the black and Hispanic communities, based on the belief that stops and frisks are overwhelmingly and unjustifiably directed at members of these communities.\textsuperscript{55}

Those justifications gave rise to three categories that encompass all the potential benefits of body-worn camera systems: symbolic benefits, behavioral benefits, and informational benefits.

\textsuperscript{53} \textit{Id.} at 26.
\textsuperscript{54} 959 F. Supp. 2d 668, 685 (S.D.N.Y. 2013).
\textsuperscript{55} \textit{Id.} at 685.
A. Symbolic Benefits

In May 2015, the Presidential Task Force on 21st Century Policing released its final report. It opens with the following statement: “Trust between law enforcement agencies and the people they protect and serve is essential in a democracy. It is key to the stability of our communities, the integrity of our criminal justice system, and the safe and effective delivery of policing services.”

Citing work by Yale Law School professor Tom Tyler and by sociologist M. Somjen Frazer, the report explicitly ties public trust to the perception that the police are legitimate authorities. Ultimately, the Task Force would make a series of recommendations that it organized into six different “pillars,” the first of which was “building trust and legitimacy.”

Legitimacy has become a buzzword in policing circles, and for good reason. Research suggests that community members who view police as legitimate are more likely to obey the law, cooperate with officers, and take a favorable view of public policies that increase police authority. When members of the public perceive the police as less legitimate, in contrast, their distrust of police can make them less likely to call for police assistance or cooperate with officers. Distrust can handicap officers’ efforts in the very environments that are most

57. Id. at 1.
58. Id. at 5 n.2.
59. Id. at 9.
61. See Mike Hough et al., Procedural Justice, Trust, and Institutional Legitimacy, 4 Policing 203, 207 (2010) (“[P]ublic cooperation with the police was . . . strongly predicted by legal cynicism, perceived, police legitimacy, and personal morality.”).
in need of policing services; “typical residents in low-income urban neighborhoods are extremely reluctant to cooperate with police in producing crime reduction strategies.”\textsuperscript{62}

When it comes to shaping public perceptions of police legitimacy, the substantive content of the law or the ultimate results of its application is not as important as the characteristics of the interactions between civilians and police officers. That is, individuals’ perceptions of police legitimacy depend heavily on how they are treated, or what has come to be called “procedural justice.”\textsuperscript{63}

Procedural justice may be explained as an approach to mediating or resolving a dispute that leads disputants to perceive that the mediation or resolution process was fair. People are more likely to view an encounter as procedurally just when officers solicit or are responsive to their input, when officers are viewed as neutral and equitable authorities, when officers treat them with dignity and respect, and when officers are perceived as sincerely concerned with safety and well-being.\textsuperscript{64} Procedural justice, then, depends on civilians’ perceptions of officers’ actions. Civilian perceptions depend, in part,

\textsuperscript{62} Eric J. Fritsch et al., Police Patrol Allocation and Deployment 103 (2009); cf. Patrick J. Carr et al., We Never Call the Cops and Here is Why: A Qualitative Examination of Legal Cynicism in Three Philadelphia Neighborhoods, 45 CRIMINOLOGY 445, 446 (2007) (“[O]ther research has demonstrated that legal cynicism is very high among residents of disadvantaged neighborhoods . . . .”); Tyler & Fagan, supra note 60, at 234 (explaining that “helping [police] has short term costs” which “could potentially be minor inconveniences but could also involve serious danger of retaliation”); Ronald Weitzer, White, Black, or Blue Cops? Race and Citizen Assessments of Police Officers, 28 J. CRIM. JUST. 313, 321–22 (2000) (containing a study that “shows a statistically significant neighborhood-class effect on perceptions of how Black and White police act in the neighborhood”).


\textsuperscript{64} Tyler, supra note 60, at 94–95.
on the civilian’s prior beliefs about police; an individual who tends to strongly distrust the police is less likely to view an officer as a neutral and equitable authority or as sincerely concerned with public safety.\textsuperscript{65}

Trust, however, is difficult to establish when the police-community relationship is strained by tension.

Enter police body cams. Police executives, politicians, and policing scholars have expressed their hope that body cams would increase public trust or explicitly asserted that the technology can or is doing so.\textsuperscript{66} According to a survey commissioned by BWC manufacturer Reveal and conducted by research firm YouGov, sixty percent of Americans “believe that if all police officers wore body cameras, police/community tensions would be reduced,” and twenty-eight percent believe tension would be “[r]educed a lot.”\textsuperscript{67} The implementation of a BWC system, it is hoped, can provide a valuable symbolic benefit, contributing to an improvement in police-community relations.


\textsuperscript{67.} Reveal Public Survey on Body Worn Cameras, YOUGOV, PLC (Sept. 2015) (on file with the North Carolina Law Review).
There are at least three ways in which police body cameras could provide a symbolic benefit. First, the adoption of a BWC system can serve as a signal to community members that the agency is both receptive and responsive to public calls for transparency and accountability. Knowing that an agency had directed officers to record their interactions can, as Judge Scheindlin wrote, “diminish the sense on the part of those who file complaints that it is their word against the police, and that the authorities are more likely to believe the police.”68 In this way, the body camera serves as evidence that the agency is open to soliciting, accepting, and responding to civilian feedback. Second, to the extent that body cameras are expected to improve officer behavior by increasing professionalism,69 the decision to implement a body-worn camera program can signal that the agency is committed to promoting the type of policing that the public expects. Finally, to the extent that body cameras are expected to reduce police uses of force,70 their adoption can signal to the public that the police agency is taking steps to safeguard community members’ safety and well-being at the hands of officers.

In short, the implementation of a BWC system can provide a valuable symbolic benefit that, it is hoped, will contribute to an improvement in police-community relations.71

B. Behavioral Benefits

Where the potential symbolic benefits of a body-worn camera program are both ethereal and attenuated, the potential behavioral benefits are more commonly seen as tangible and immediate. Activists who want to reduce the frequency of police uses of force, police executives who want to increase officer professionalism, and the officers who want civilians to resist less often have all championed body-worn cameras as a way to achieve the desired behavioral change. As University of Pittsburgh law professor David A. Harris explained in the first piece of legal scholarship to focus on body-worn cameras, the technology could “increas[e] police compliance with

69. See infra Section II.B.
70. See infra Section II.B.
71. It is worth noting that the extent to which BWCs create symbolic benefits in individual encounters with the police appears to depend on whether the civilian was aware that the officer with whom they were interacting is equipped with a camera. Michael D. White et al., Assessing Citizen Perceptions of Body-Worn Cameras After Encounters with Police, 40 POLICING: INT’L J. POLICE STRATEGIES & MGMT. 689, 696 (2016).
Fourth Amendment rules.” 72 Further, “the knowledge that an exchange is being recorded will encourage lawful and respectful interactions on the part of both parties.” 73 Officers themselves have different expectations and perceptions of what body-worn cameras will do, or whether they will do anything at all, 74 but the belief that they will improve officer or civilian behavior is not uncommon: a survey of officers in Phoenix, Arizona; Spokane, Washington; and Tempe, Arizona, found a substantial number agreed or strongly agreed that BWCs will make citizens more respectful and cooperative and reduce resistance, as well as making officers act more professionally. 75 A survey of officers at the Orlando Police Department found that a substantial minority of officers, 19.8%, believed that body-worn cameras would improve their own behavior, and more than twice as many, 42.9%, believed that they would “increase the by-the-book behavior of other officers.” 76

The potential behavioral benefits of BWCs fall into three distinct categories: improving compliance with rules, decreasing incivility, and reducing violence. Officers and civilians alike may be affected by all three categories of behavioral change. With regard to improving compliance, officers may be more likely to obey the rules that govern their behavior, from the constitutional limitations on searches and seizures to agency policies and procedures. Civilians, meanwhile, may be more likely to obey state laws as well as officers’ directives. With regard to decreasing incivility, it is hoped that officers and civilians who are being recorded will be more polite to each other, improving the character of police encounters. Finally, with regard to reducing violence, the objective is to discourage resistance by civilians and gratuitously severe or frequent uses of force by officers, especially in the context of deadly force.

It is worth pointing out at the outset that although civilian discourtesy, officer rudeness, civilian resistance, and police uses of force are distinct, there are many cases in which they will be interrelated, if not interdependent. Use-of-force scenarios only rarely

73. *Floyd*, 959 F. Supp. 2d at 685.
75. *Id.* at 284.
arise spontaneously. Police violence can, but typically does not, just suddenly erupt. Instead, it is far more common for an officer’s use of force to be the culmination of an encounter with multiple iterations, a series of back-and-forth exchanges between the officer and the civilian.\textsuperscript{77} Incivility on either side—or both sides—can contribute to an officer’s use of force. For example, an officer may use force to overcome civilian resistance that was provoked by the officer’s rudeness. Or, to present the same idea chronologically, an officer’s incivility can give rise to civilian resistance that an officer then overcomes with force.\textsuperscript{78} In short, it is possible that an increase in civility and professionalism will lead to a corresponding reduction in resistance, which will lead to a reduction in police uses of force. It is also possible that even without any impact on civility, the presence of a body-worn camera can discourage resistance or, for that matter, that BWCs could affect officers’ use-of-force decisions even if they had no effect on civilian resistance.

There is some reason to believe that body-worn cameras do influence civilian and officer behavior, although the results of empirical studies are not consistent. A well-publicized, randomized, controlled trial in Rialto, California, for example, found that the adoption of body-cameras in the twelve-month evaluation period was correlated with an approximately ninety percent reduction in the number of complaints filed against officers and a roughly fifty percent decrease in officer use-of-force incidents.\textsuperscript{79} Several observers have also pointed to the much larger Oakland Police Department,\textsuperscript{80} which saw a more than seventy percent decline in uses of force and a similarly large decline in civilian complaints over the seven-year period (2008 to 2015) during which it was working toward meeting the requirements of a federal consent decree\textsuperscript{81} by, \textit{inter alia}, rolling out


\textsuperscript{79} Barak Ariel, William A. Farrar & Alex Sutherland, \textit{The Effect of Police Body-Worn Camer a on Use of Force and Citizens’ Complaints Against the Police: A Randomized Controlled Trial}, 31 \textit{J. Quantitative Criminology} 509, 510 (2014).

\textsuperscript{80} The Rialto Police Department employs approximately 100 sworn officers, while the Oakland Police Department employs over 700 sworn officers. See \textit{id.} at 518; \textit{City of Oakland Cal.}, \textit{August 2017 Staffing Report}, http://www2.oaklandnet.com/oakca1/groups/police/documents/agenda/oak067044.pdf [https://perma.cc/C4F6-4YEW].

\textsuperscript{81} See generally Settlement Agreement Re: Pattern and Practice Claims, Allen v. City of Oakland, C00-4599 TEH (JL) (N.D. Cal. Dec. 2008) (requiring the department to implement any procedures that would increase officer accountability).
body-worn cameras for all patrol officers.82 Two pilot programs in Scotland—one in Renfrewshire and the other in Aberdeen—suggested that civilians are less likely to assault officers who are wearing body-worn cameras.83 In late-2017, the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department released the results of a randomized, controlled trial that found that cameras reduced officer misconduct and the use of force.84

Not all of the studies support the conclusion that body cameras will have the desired effects, however. Most recently, a randomized, controlled trial at the Metropolitan Police Department in Washington, DC, showed no statistically significant effect on officer uses of force or civilian complaints.85 That study was rolled out in multiple patrol districts over the course of eighteen months, although the findings are based only on the first seven months of BWC implementation.86 A prior thirty-month study at the Phoenix Police Department, which included a review of the fifteen months prior to implementation and the fifteen months after implementation, found that body-worn cameras did not have any impact on civilian behavior or the use of force.87 It did, however, find both a reduction in civilian

82. Mike Blasky, Oakland Police Becoming Example for Departments Seeking to Reform, MERCURY NEWS (May 9, 2015), http://www.mercurynews.com/2015/05/09/oakland-police-becoming-example-for-departments-seeking-to-reform/ [https://perma.cc/Q5SW-BLMC]. Importantly, the data from the Oakland Police Department is not the result of a randomized, controlled trial. Id. It is highly likely that the other measures the agency was taking pursuant to the consent decree also contributed to the decline in uses of force.

83. ODS CONSULTING, BODY WORN VIDEO PROJECTS IN PAISLEY AND ABERDEEN SELF EVALUATION 14 (2011).


85. Randomized Controlled Trial of the Metropolitan Police Department Body-Worn Camera Program, THE LAB @ DC, http://bwc.thelab.dc.gov/ [https://perma.cc/ZUU4-2VD6].

86. Id. The study examined whether BWCs changed behavior by comparing the actions of officers who were wearing a BWC with those of officers who were not, but most of the police encounters reviewed involved officers who had BWCs and officers who did not. This is relevant because it may well be the case that the presence of a BWC on scene, not the wearing of a BWC by a particular officer, affected officer behavior; testing for this effect was not within the scope of the study.

complaints and an increase in discretionary arrests. The Edmonton Police Service in Alberta, Canada conducted a three-year pilot program and concluded that BWCs had no statistically significant effect on officers’ use of force or civilian complaints. One multi-site study suggested that officers wearing body cameras were more likely to be assaulted by civilians than officers who were not so equipped, while a follow-up study suggested that the timing of when officers begin recording or announce that they have begun recording may have more of an effect than the mere presence or absence of a body-camera.

The conflicting findings make it imprudent to assume, at this point, that body-worn cameras consistently affect civilian or officer behavior, let alone that they do so in predictable ways. Perhaps more importantly, to the extent that BWCs do affect civilian or officer behavior, the various studies have not yet attempted to identify how. That is, there is no empirical evidence as to the mechanism or mechanisms through which body-worn cameras affect behavior. There are at least four possibilities, which may very well work in conjunction with each other: the observer effect, deterrence theory, conformity, and experiential updating.

The observer effect, sometimes known as the bystander effect or the Hawthorne effect, refers to the intuitive phenomenon that people behave differently when they know they are being observed. In the late 1920s and early 1930s, the Hawthorne Works factory in Illinois commissioned a series of studies to determine how various factors—including lighting levels, re-organized work stations, the availability of food, the frequency of breaks, an obstacle-free workplace, and so

92. Ryan Olson et al., What We Teach Students About the Hawthorne Studies: A Review of Content Within a Sample of Introductory I-O and OB Textbooks, 41 Indus.-Organizational Psychologist 23, 31 (2004) (citing James L. Bowditch & Anthony F. Buono, A Primer on Organizational Behavior 361 (5th ed. 2001)).
The studies found that changing almost any factor, including a reversion back to the original conditions, resulted in an increase to productivity, at least for a period of time. Later psychological research posited that the short-term gains in productivity were not because of the changes to the working environment, but rather because the employees were aware that they were being closely monitored in the aftermath of those changes because they received feedback about their productivity or because of how employees interpreted the change in conditions. In the context of policing, body-worn camera systems may change civilian and officer behaviors by serving as a reminder that the behaviors in question are—or may be—observed and evaluated.

But observation and evaluation need not be conducted by an external party for the observer effect to come into play. Objective Self-Awareness Theory posits that the likelihood that an individual can and will alter her behavior is affected by her self-awareness. “Self-awareness... may be increased by any stimulus that draws a person’s attention to himself, e.g.,... the presence of a mirror or a camera.” In some sense, the subject is both actor and observer. In the 1970s, Charles Carver conducted a series of experiments designed to test whether self-awareness could reduce aggression: subjects were paired up, and one (the actual subject) was instructed to ask the other (who was secretly a research assistant) several questions. For each wrong answer, the actual subject was to deliver an electrical shock to the other “subject.” The strength of the shock varied on a one to ten point scale, and it was up to the actual subject to determine the level of each shock. Carver found that the subjects who were in a room with a mirror used less intense shocks than did subjects in a room without a mirror. He concluded that the mirror increased self-awareness, which in turn reduced aggression. However, a separate study suggested that it was not aggression itself that was affected, but rather the subjects’ motivation to conform their behavior to what they

94. Olson et al., supra note 92, at 26; Adair, supra note 93, at 336–37.
95. Adair, supra note 93, at 336–37, 342–43.
97. Carver, supra note 96, at 510 (citation omitted).
98. Id. at 512–13.
99. Id. at 516.
perceived as expected. That study was similarly designed, but subjects were informed that aggression was “positively valued,” or normatively desirable. In that study, the subjects in a room with a mirror delivered significantly higher shocks than did the subjects in a room without a mirror. Both studies suggest that self-awareness can increase the likelihood that the subjects will act in the way they believe they are expected to act. When a civilian or officer perceives that aggression is viewed negatively, the presence of a body-worn camera may well reduce violence. But when they perceive that aggression is a virtue, instead of a vice, the presence of a body-worn camera may increase violence.

The preceding discussions, of course, suggest that an individual must know that he are being observed or have some external reminder that prompts his self-awareness. Police officers who manually activate a body cam are likely in the best position to know when a video recording is being made. Some cameras activate automatically, but it is entirely plausible that officers and civilians alike will, on at least some occasions, fail to perceive or fail to understand any visible or audible signals that indicate that the camera has begun recording. A study of civilians in Spokane, Washington, for example, found that only twenty-eight of the people who interacted with an officer equipped with a body-worn camera were aware of the camera during the encounter.

Further, given the relatively short shelf-life of the observer effect—the improved productivity rates identified in the Hawthorne Studies were found to return to near pre-intervention levels within about eight weeks—it is not clear that the observer effect will create lasting changes to behavior even when all parties are aware that they are being recorded. Data from the Spokane, Washington study supports this hypothesis: a randomized, controlled trial found a thirty-

100. Id. at 510; Charles S. Carver, Facilitation of Physical Aggression Through Objective Self-Awareness, 10 J. EXPERIMENTAL SOC. PSYCHOL. 365, 365 (1974).
101. Carver, supra note 100, at 365; see also id. at 367.
102. Id. at 367–68.
103. See, e.g., DAVID GROSSMAN & LOREN W. CHRISTENSEN, ON COMBAT: THE PSYCHOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF DEADLY CONFLICT IN WAR AND IN PEACE 181 (2008) (discussing what the authors call “the gift of aggression”); see also Stoughton, supra note 78, at 634–35, 652–58.
nine percent reduction in use of force incidents by officers equipped with a BWC (compared to no reduction in the control group), but the reductions disappeared after six months.106

Like the observer effect, deterrence theory suggests that officers may adapt their behaviors because they know their actions are being scrutinized. But where the observer effect may be predicated on self-awareness, deterrence theory posits that behavioral change may be the result of a desire to avoid punishment.107 In this way, the effect of body-worn cameras may be understood as an application of situational crime prevention theory, which posits that crime can be reduced by, *inter alia*, increasing the potential perpetrator’s perception that she is likely to be identified and apprehended.108 Whether the potential perpetrator is a civilian who would otherwise assault an officer or an officer who would otherwise treat a civilian disrespectfully or use force gratuitously, the potential for bad actions to be identified may discourage the actors from engaging in those bad actions in the first place. According to Barak Ariel:

Effective deterrence is often thought of as a threat mechanism, comprising five intertwined elements: A potential rule violator must: (1) realize that the probability of apprehension . . . has changed; (2) take these altered risks into account when deciding whether to break the rule; (3) believe that there is a non-negligible likelihood of being caught; (4) believe that any altered penalty with will applied to him/her if caught; and (5) be willing to alter choices in light of [the increased probability of being apprehended].109

The presence of body-worn cameras may implicate deterrence theory because video-recording technology increases the likelihood that misconduct will be detected.110

The strength of the deterrence effect may very well be contextual; some behaviors may be more or less susceptible to deterrence based on the officer’s ability to prevent the probability of

109. Ariel et al., supra note 107, at 9 (citations omitted).
110. Id. (“The likelihood of getting caught for abusing powers, for instance, is substantially elevated when the camera is recording the police–public interaction.”).
detection and apprehension from changing. If officers adapt to the presence of BWCs by, for example, deactivating a camera during a civilian encounter, failing to activate the camera before a civilian encounter, or failing to charge the camera batteries before shift, the probability of apprehension has not increased. Indeed, relative to the baseline of officers who are equipped with BWCs, the probability of apprehension has decreased. This suggests the need for a second-order application of deterrence theory: cameras may deter misconduct, but only if officers are sufficiently deterred from misusing (or not using) the cameras themselves.

Body-worn cameras may also promote behavioral changes in a way that may be explained by the social psychological theory of conformity. Social conformity, it is posited, pressures individuals to adapt their behaviors to integrate into a group. In his now-famous conformity experiments, Solomon Asch put a study subject in a line with four other people who were described as other subjects, but who were actually part of the experiment. The group of five people was shown two cards and asked to match the line on Card 1 with one of three lines of different lengths on Card 2. The experimenters pretending to be study subjects all provided the same obviously incorrect answer; the experiment was to see whether the actual study subject would answer in kind. Asch found that more than a quarter of the study subjects consistently agreed with the obviously incorrect answer provided by the experimenters, and more than half did so at least once. Later asked about their incorrect answers, the study subjects explained that, after hearing the experimenters’ responses, they either thought their initial (and correct) answer was wrong or they knew the answer offered by the other “subjects” was wrong but

111. See, e.g., KATZ ET AL., EVALUATING THE IMPACT, supra note 87, at 21 (finding that most officers at the Phoenix Police Department did not activate their body-worn cameras in situations that they were required by policy to record).


113. Asch, Effects of Group Pressure, supra note 112, at 2. A later meta-analysis of 133 similar studies from 17 countries found that conformity existed in all studies, but the level of conformity depended on a range of factors including cultural norms relating to collectivism or individualism. Rod Bond & Peter B. Smith, Culture and Conformity: A Meta-Analysis of Studies Using Asch’s (1952b, 1956) Line Judgment Task, 119 PSYCHOL. BULL. 111, 111 (1996).
they were afraid of being derided. Social psychologists identify these two answers as references to informational conformity and normative conformity.

Informational conformity refers to an individual’s acceptance of evidence that has been provided or suggested by others. In the Asch experiments, the subjects’ perception that the other study participants had seen the line on Card 1 a certain way led them to adopt that view as correct. In short, study subjects gave what they believed was the correct answer, and they thought it was the correct answer because the other “participants” had all provided it.

Normative conformity, sometimes called “social conformity,” refers to an individual’s desire to fit in and willingness to adopt the group perspective so as not to be judged as non-conforming by group members. In other words, study subjects knowingly gave incorrect answers to fit in with perceived group expectations.

Body-worn cameras have the potential to change officer behavior through a combination of informational and normative conformity. Officers already get a substantial amount of information about how to do their jobs through the formal example set by supervisors and training officers, the informal example set by their more senior peers, and, to a lesser extent, from external sources such as the courts and the federal government. To the extent that body cameras can change officer behavior at all, it is possible that there may be an initial change in the conclusions that officers draw about the world—for example, whether a particular action by a suspect justifies a use of force—and that initial change may, through the process of informational conformity, spread from officer to officer, especially from senior officers to junior officers.

Similarly, the implementation of a body-worn camera system may lead officers to perceive that their colleagues expect them to behave in a particular way—by, for example, reducing the frequency or severity of uses of force. Normative conformity suggests that officers may change their behaviors so as to be in accordance with what they perceive as their colleagues’ expectations. This may explain the results of the randomized, controlled trial at the Rialto, California Police Department: different shifts were randomly assigned a camera, so the same officer could be equipped with a camera on one shift, but

115. Id.
then not given a camera on the next, and the study found a reduction
in the use of force among all officers (although the reduction among
officers when they were not wearing cameras was not as great as the
reduction among officers when they were wearing cameras).117

That finding may not be attributable to normative conformity, of
course; it may be the result of experiential updating, the utterly
mundane ability to learn from one’s experience and apply those
lessons to similar behavior in the future. To use a simplified example,
if a person has previously used only a hobby hammer—a smaller,
lightweight version of the standard hammer—to drive nails and then
one day uses a standard hammer and realizes how much easier it is,
that person’s experience allows him to update his approach to driving
nails: from that point on, he will choose to use a standard hammer. In
the context of policing, officers who have approached their job a
particular way may act differently shortly after being equipped with a
body camera (perhaps because of the observer effect or conformity).
If the officers learn that the changes improve their working lives by,
for example, making them more effective or safer, we might expect
them to retain some or all of those changes even after the dissipation
of the observer effect.

Body-worn cameras, it has been suggested, can improve policing
by increasing civility and decreasing both resistance by civilians and
the use of force by officers. Whether this prediction will bear fruit
may depend heavily on local factors well beyond the implementation
of a single piece of technology; the existing studies have shown mixed
results. The potential for body cameras to influence behavioral
change may depend on whether that change is driven by the observer
effect, conformity, experiential updating, or some combination of the
three.

C. Informational Benefits

The final category of potential benefits relates to the ability of a
body-worn camera to provide more information than would
otherwise be available. This is particularly important in the context of
the often-brief encounters between police officers and civilians the
“quasi-events” marked by “the fleetingness and fluidity of power.”118
As Mary Fan has written, “more law enforcement encounters—
including some of the most opaque domains of criminal procedure—

117. Ariel et al., supra note 79, at 524–27.
118. Mat Coleman & Angela Stuesse, The Disappearing State and the Quasi-Event of
Immigration Control, 48 ANTIPODE 524, 527 (2016).
will be illuminated.” Video footage, it is hoped, will not just provide critical insight; it will allow us to draw reliable conclusions about those previously shrouded interactions. As Howard Wasserman has said, describing popular sentiment, “Video tells us exactly what happened, entirely eliminates the he-said/he-said ambiguity that often characterizes police-citizen encounters, and deters misbehavior by police and citizens.” In short, body-worn camera systems will not only provide comprehensive evidence, by providing more information than currently exists, they will also provide accurate and objective evidence.

In some ways this category is the most straight-forward. The symbolic and behavioral benefits are attenuated from the BWC hardware itself and require abstract sociological or psychological theories to fully appreciate, but it takes no erudition or great imagination to view BWCs as, well, cameras designed to record video. In other ways, however, this category is the most fraught with disagreement. That disagreement does not relate to the video-recording capacity of BWCs, but rather to the ultimate usage to which the resulting video can or should be put. Although the range of potential uses is likely as broad as human imagination, making any list inherently incomplete, this Article offers a brief discussion of the most common usages: officer accountability; individual investigations, prosecutions, and defenses; aggregation and dragnet surveillance; analytics and machine-learning; officer training, and news and entertainment media.

**Officer Accountability.** Community members and officers alike have an interest in officer accountability, although their perceptions of current failures can be quite different. From the community perspective, officers are too often improperly shielded from the consequences of their errors and missteps by special procedural protections in a system that has been coopted by powerful police unions. A video recording of an encounter can both provide critical evidence to supplement “official narratives, like sworn documents created by police officers” and can provoke sufficient public

119. Fan, _supra_ note 11, at 929.
120. Wasserman, _supra_ note 10, at 832–33 (presenting exaggerated claims about body cams as a foil).
interest to create political pressures for police agencies or political subdivisions to take remedial or disciplinary actions. From the police perspective, officers are too often improperly castigated for actions that were entirely appropriate in the situation because of the media’s obsession with negative portrayals of the police and public ignorance about the harsh realities of policing. Further, video from other sources, including bystanders, often fails to capture relevant information, such as events that occurred prior to the initiation of recording. Having more information about the nuances of an individual encounter can protect officers from frivolous complaints and give civilians some sense of situational empathy by illustrating the pressures that officers face when making decisions in the field. From both perspectives, additional video could potentially help recalibrate the current flawed approach to officer accountability by providing much-needed information.

**Individual Investigations, Prosecutions, and Defenses.** Video footage could also be used to support a police investigation or the ultimate prosecution of an individual civilian. The most obvious scenario is a BWC video of an individual engaged in criminal activity, but that is hardly the only possible example. By recording victim or witness statements—particularly “good” statements by confident, articulate witnesses or visibly emotionally distraught victims with whom a jury is likely to sympathize—officers can collect valuable evidence. Prosecutors can then use that evidence to bolster their prosecutions with something more salient than a dry, written account and more predictable than courtroom testimony. Similarly, a video recording of the suspect’s interrogation—which is unusual in the field even at police agencies that require or recommend recording station-house interviews—can be a powerful record of a damning confession. Defense attorneys, on the other hand, can use BWC videos to identify legal violations, such as failing to provide the Miranda warnings or conducting unconstitutional searches. Further, defense attorneys may use video evidence to raise questions about the underlying evidence by highlighting discrepancies in witnesses’ statements or poor

---

123. John Gramlich & Kim Parker, *Most Officers Say the Media Treat Police Unfairly*, PEW RES. CTR. (Jan. 25, 2017), http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2017/01/25/most-officers-say-the-media-treat-police-unfairly/ [https://perma.cc/YCU5-WUDZ]. A Pew Research Center survey, for example, found that eighty-one percent of officers either agreed or strongly agreed that police are treated unfairly by the media. *Id.*

investigative procedures.\textsuperscript{125} Body-worn camera video of the crime scene, the impoundment of evidence, the counting of seized currency, the interrogation of the suspect, and other investigative steps can provide documentation of what officers did and, even more importantly, how they did it. Such a record is of obvious value: video can serve as documentation of a good investigation and as a way to identify and address shortcomings in a poor investigation. The principal tactical value will go to officers and prosecutors, who have the first opportunity to review BWC video. Well before a defense attorney has access to the video, officers and prosecutors can use it to determine how to best proceed with an investigation or prosecution. Defense attorneys, meanwhile, will be able to use video to develop their own case theories, and judges and juries’ fact-finding task may be simplified by the presence of video evidence.

Aggregation & Dragnet Surveillance. Body-worn camera videos will not just support specific investigations and prosecutions; they will also allow for investigations and prosecutions that would not have otherwise occurred. Hundreds or thousands of videos can be aggregated and mined, reviewed manually by officers or, more efficiently, by computer programs to develop information that may be utterly unrelated to any ongoing criminal investigation or prosecution.\textsuperscript{126} Running a stockpile of video through a facial-recognition program and social network analysis, for example, can offer insights into an individual’s movements over time and the identities of the people with whom the individual associates.\textsuperscript{127} Existing video from traffic cameras, stationary pole-cameras, public/private security cameras, and the like already allow for such analysis, of course, but from a very different perspective: long distance and often from above, rather than close-range and from at or relatively near eye level. Further, the transportability of body-worn cameras means they can provide significantly more information about, \textit{inter alia}, the inside of a house or business, streets in residential neighborhoods, backyards and enclosures, and so on.

\textsuperscript{125} For example, a video may show officers conducting a shoddy interview by asking leading questions that consciously or unconsciously contaminate the subject’s answers. See \textsc{Brandon Garrett}, \textsc{Convicting the Innocent} 19–36 (2011).


this way, body-worn cameras have the potential to not just add a few extra data points to persistent surveillance but to dramatically expand its scope. As technology becomes more sophisticated, with hardware that allows for high-quality streaming and software that allows for real-time facial recognition and behavioral analytics, BWCs may alert officers when they detect an individual with an outstanding warrant or an individual whom an algorithm determines is acting suspiciously.  

Body-worn camera video can be used to facilitate machine learning, in which massive amounts of data can be fed through a software algorithm so that “computer systems learn about an underlying process and its patterns by creating a useful mathematical approximation of how the process works. This approximation can then be applied to new data to predict future occurrences of the same phenomena.” In the context of policing, technology companies are using machine learning to develop automated editing tools. This may prove particularly important in the policing context given the need to redact at least some information from publicly-requested police videos and the significant resources that manual redaction requires. Redaction is hardly the only innovation that might come from running BWC videos through machine-learning algorithms; technologists could use them to train algorithms to identify, inter alia, the frequency and nature of an officer’s on-duty activities (for officer evaluation purposes), suspicious behavior, deception, rudeness or unprofessional conduct by officers, behaviors that predict a

128. There are, of course, a variety of potential problems with such usage, including the invasion of privacy and the likelihood that algorithmic analysis can be contaminated by human biases. See, e.g., Julia Angwin et al., Machine Bias, PROPUBLICA (May 23, 2016), https://www.propublica.org/article/machine-bias-risk-assessments-in-criminal-sentencing [https://perma.cc/KD8J-9579]; see also Fan, supra note 13, at 398; Henderson, supra note 13, at 937–38; Levinson-Waldman, supra note 13, at 889.


132. See Verónica Pérez-Rosas et al., Deception Detection Using Real-Life Trial Data, PROC. 2015 ACM ON INT’L CONF. ON MULTIMODAL INTERACTION 59, 59 (describing a study which used a “multimodal deception system” to determine whether statements made during testimony were truthful).

133. See Lisa Pearl & Mark Steyvers, “C’mon – You Should Read This”: Automatic Identification of Tone from Language Text, 4 INT’L J. COMPUTATIONAL LINGUISTICS 12, 20–24 (2013) (studying machine learning techniques used to detect different tones, including rudeness, from text).
civilian’s impending flight from or violent assault of officers,134 behaviors indicative of mental illness or drug impairment,135 and so on. Using the results of that machine learning could allow for the integration of body-cameras, GPS systems, and police computer-aided-dispatch systems.

Officers do not learn the same way that machine-learning algorithms do, of course, but modern police training involves a substantial number of videos. As a number of scholars have noted, police training heavily prioritizes real world experience,136 and video offers a rare window into which would-be officers can see what the world is really like.137 One common theme can be found in “officer survival” videos, which attempt to remind officers of the dangers of complacency138 by showing officers being brutally attacked,139 disarmed,140 or killed. Indeed, it is the rare officer who has not seen the video-recorded line-of-duty deaths of Laurens County, Georgia Deputy Kyle Dinkheller141 or South Carolina Trooper Mark Coates.142


135. For example, officers can be trained as a “drug recognition expert[s]” who use a standardized protocol to “recognize impairment in drivers under the influence of drugs other than, or in addition to, alcohol.” Drug Recognition Experts (DRE), THE INT’L DRUG EVALUATION & CLASSIFICATION PROGRAM, http://www.decp.org/drug-recognition-experts-dre/ [https://perma.cc/XMQ6-7FQ7].


137. For example, in The Line of Duty, a police training company that started producing and marketing VHS video training to police agencies in 1995 and today offers “over 300 video courses covering virtually every aspect of law enforcement training” in a large library of streaming, downloadable, and DVD videos. FAQs, IN THE LINE OF DUTY, http://www.lineofduty.com/faqs/ [https://perma.cc/6P99-NHWT].

138. See SCOTT FIELDEN, THE MIND OF A COP: WHAT THEY DO AND WHY THEY DO IT 21 (2009) (“If we have to use force to ensure our safety, we’re going to do so. That’s why we won’t hesitate to come down on somebody like a ton of bricks in a tornado if we need to.”).


140. PoliceOfficerSafety, Officer Disarmed During Arrest, YOUTUBE (Nov. 29, 2012), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tVjVCVDEYlY.

141. Deputy Dinkheller initiated a traffic stop and the motorist became belligerent and aggressive. Ignoring Deputy Dinkheller’s repeated commands to the contrary, the motorist reached back into his vehicle, drew a rifle, and ultimately shot Deputy Dinkheller to death. See Thomas Lake, The Endless Death of Kyle Dinkheller: The Trigger and the Choice, CNN (Aug. 2017), http://www.cnn.com/interactive/2017/politics/state/kyle-
Videos are also used to debrief officers after critical incidents and to train them for high-risk situations such as active shooters, armed encounters, and so on.

Where the prior examples of potential informational benefits are tightly related to policing itself, it is inevitable that news- and entertainment-media sources will feature BWC video and thus benefit from the additional information that BWCs can provide. Indeed, they have already done so. As of November 2017, the first page of a Google News search for “body-camera video” returned links to various news outlets reporting on BWC video that showed, inter alia, a Baltimore police officer verbally de-escalating a suicidal man armed with a knife, a Los Angeles police officer allegedly planting cocaine in a hit-and-run suspect’s wallet, a Cleveland sergeant who was criminally charged for using excessive force, and

142. Trooper Coates initiated a traffic stop and attempted to conduct a patdown of the motorist when the motorist drew a handgun, shooting Trooper Coates. Trooper Coates was able to use his radio to call for help, but his dispatcher and other officers did not know where he had conducted the traffic stop. Jeff Brown, Corporal Mark Coates Shooting (Fatal), YOUTUBE (May 27, 2015), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2FraE7714fI. This video is most often used to teach officers about the need to inform dispatch of the location of a stop before officers initiate the stop or interact with stopped subjects.


fatal police shootings in Providence, Rhode Island,\textsuperscript{148} Santa Clara, California,\textsuperscript{149} and Pueblo, Colorado.\textsuperscript{150}

In sum, body-worn cameras offer agencies and communities alike potential symbolic benefits, behavioral benefits, and informational benefits.

III. PRACTICAL LIMITATIONS

I assume, dear reader, that there is some significant likelihood that you would appreciate having more money. Have I got excellent news for you! The potential benefits of winning the lottery are simply tremendous, and the causal mechanism is almost laughably simple: play the lottery, win the lottery, report your win, and collect your earnings. In light of this startling, new information, I am confident that you feel a strong, nigh overpowering, temptation to run right out and buy yourself a lottery ticket. And yet, by virtue of the fact that you are reading this sentence,\textsuperscript{151} I must assume that you have not discarded this Article and run to the nearest store where lottery products are sold.\textsuperscript{152} Why not? After all, I have clearly identified the potential benefits of winning the lottery and the causal mechanism by which those benefits can be realized! Perhaps it is because you are aware of the immense practical challenges—namely, the nature of probabilities—that limit your ability to win the lottery.

Part II identified the potential benefits that body-worn camera systems may provide—symbolic benefits, behavioral benefits, and informational benefits—but, as the preceding paragraph makes clear, identifying the potential benefits and describing the causal mechanisms is only the beginning of the analysis. Whether it is fair to expect that any of the potential benefits can or will be realized requires additional consideration, assuming there is video available in


\textsuperscript{151} And apparently even reading this footnote.

\textsuperscript{152} I acknowledge, of course, that you may very well have done exactly that before returning to finish this Article. I would applaud such diligence, although the probability that my applause is called for seems vanishingly small.
the first place. This Part explores some of the practical limitations of body-worn camera technology and of our ability to use that technology. The following Part addresses the policy considerations that can affect whether BWCs live up to their potential benefits.

A. Limits of Technology

Body-worn cameras are merely another variety of camera, and thus they suffer from the same limitations that we have known about since Nicéphore Niépce first projected an image onto a piece of paper coated with silver chloride some 200 years ago. First and most prominently, there must be sufficient infrastructure to ensure that the relevant officers are equipped with cameras and that the relevant audiences can access the resulting footage of those interactions. The dominant approach at police agencies has been to equip patrol officers with body-worn cameras: by December 2017, for example, the Chicago Police Department had equipped every officer in its twenty-five patrol districts with a BWC. That makes sense; the patrol function is typically the single largest division in most agencies, employing between sixty percent and ninety percent of sworn officers, and typically it is patrol officers who are most salient when it comes to solving crimes. But patrol officers are hardly the only officers who interact with community members in potentially problematic ways; the behavioral and informational benefits of a body-worn camera system will be incomplete if other officers are not similarly equipped. At the Chicago Police Department, which is admittedly much larger than the average police agency, officers assigned to the Canine Unit, the Traffic Section, SWAT, Public Transportation, and the Troubled

153. See infra Section IV.A.
Buildings Unit fall under the Bureau of Patrol but are not assigned to one of the twenty-five patrol districts. Meanwhile, officers who investigate property crimes, violent crimes, and youth investigations and officers working in the Fugitive Apprehension Unit, the Major Auto Theft Investigation Unit, and the Violent Crimes Task Force are operationally in the Bureau of Detectives, which is not scheduled to receive body-worn cameras, nor are officers who work in the Narcotics Division, the Gang Investigations Division, or the Vice and Asset Forfeiture Division, which are organized under the Bureau of Organized Crime. In short, the first infrastructure problem arises from the difficult problem of equipping all officers, investigators, and detectives who regularly interact with the public by, inter alia, initiating stops, making arrests, and conducting interviews. The benefits that may accrue from equipping specialized units must be weighed against the unique challenges that doing so would entail.

Similarly, a majority of agencies allow their officers to work in a police capacity for private employers while off-duty; if these officers are not equipped with or required to wear BWCs, that absence can limit the behavioral and informational benefits of having the technology. Simply put, if officers are not wearing the cameras while they are working in a uniformed-police capacity—even if that work is performed for the private employer—cameras cannot record their

158. Id. at attachment 5.
159. Id.
160. See JANNE E. GAUB, NATALIE TODAK & MICHAEL D. WHITE, BEYOND PATROL: EXPLORING THE PERCEPTIONS OF POLICE BODY-WORN CAMERAS AMONG OFFICERS IN SPECIALIZED UNITS III (2017), https://www.bwctta.com/sites/default/files/Files/Resources/Specialty%20Unit%20Report%20Final%202-17_1.pdf [https://perma.cc/ZYG5-VZD3] ("BWCs may not be appropriate for certain specialized units, and Department leadership should carefully weigh the advantages and disadvantages of deployment for each unit.").
interactions and are unlikely to exert any influence on behavior. Worse, the failure to equip officers with BWCs can undermine the symbolic benefits by leading community members to conclude, even unfairly, that the agency’s efforts were superficial and not seriously intended to improve transparency and accountability.

On the other side of the camera, inadequate infrastructure—that is, insufficient time and resources—can preclude everyone who needs to see the video to achieve the desired benefits from being able to do so. A supervisor cannot effectively use BWC videos to more closely monitor the officers on her squad if, for example, the current demands on her time are already so burdensome as to limit or preclude her from reviewing the videos. Beyond police supervisors, several aspects of the potential informational benefits require prosecutors, defense attorneys, and judges to be able to access video recordings. Several manufacturers record video in proprietary file formats, which either require special software to review or which must be manually exported in a different format, marginally reducing availability.163 Finally, internet-based video management systems, such as Axon’s (formerly known as TASER International) Evidence.com, require viewers to accept “Terms and Conditions” before viewing the video; several defense attorneys have refused to do so, arguing that such an arrangement “effectively requires users to sign away some of their legal rights in exchange for receiving public records” that they have a right to obtain and review.164 In short, if cameras are not where we need them to be and the relevant entities cannot or will not review the footage, the technology is unlikely to fulfill the full extent of the potential benefits.

Even when there is video footage from the proper person to review and the proper person actually reviews it, a body-worn camera still suffers from unavoidable practical limitations. Most obviously, someone can obscure the object from the camera: an officer’s arm may get in the way or a drop of rain on the exterior of the lens may distort the image. Just as importantly, however, is the camera’s limited field of view, meaning the extent of the visible image. An officer’s BWC will never capture the details of that officer’s


behavior—their stance, body language, and specific movements—simply because the camera is outward looking. In cases where it is important to know, for example, exactly when an officer drew their baton or raised it up to strike, the officer’s BWC footage simply will not help answer that question.

Further, a camera’s field of view is narrower than of the human eye. The human eye has, in most cases, a rather large horizontal field of view. To test this, put your arms straight out in front of you and start wiggling your fingers. Keeping your eyes focused straight ahead, slowly open your arms while you continue to wiggle your fingers. Stop opening your arms when you can just barely see your fingers moving out of the corners of your eyes. Most people will find that they have opened their arms somewhere between 170° and 200°. Cameras have substantially more restricted fields of view. The Axon Body 2 has one of the widest available horizontal fields-of-view at 143°. The Vievu LE3 body-worn camera, in contrast, has a 68° diagonal field of view.

At the same time, however, a camera’s effective field of view is actually wider than that of the human eye. Everything that appears within the camera’s field of view is in focus, but human vision is more limited. Our central angle of view is 40–60°, and the field of sharp visual acuity, known as fovea or foveal vision after the fovea centralis, gives us only about two degrees of sharp focus. To “see” objects that do not fit within foveal vision, we must move our eyes around the image so that our brain can stitch together the different pieces we have put in our fovea. To demonstrate this, stand about arm’s length from someone and ask him to describe your face; watch his eyes and you will see them shifting back and forth as he moves his foveal vision around your face. Cameras, however, have no such limitations. In short, sometimes officers will see things that the camera does not (as when the camera is pointed straight ahead and the officer sees something at the edge of their vision) and sometimes the camera will see things that the officer does not (as when the

officer’s vision is focused on a subject’s right hand but the camera can see both hands).

Field of view can also affect the viewer’s perception of distance. Imagine two cameras set up the same distance from a person. In the video from the camera with the narrower field of view, the person will appear closer than he does in the video from the camera with the wider field of view. And both will look different than if you placed your eyes where the cameras were located. Anyone who has attempted to photograph something only to be disappointed in how small the object turns out in the picture has seen firsthand an everyday example of the difference between her own field of view and a camera’s.

Digital video recording technology also presents some practical limitations on informational benefits of body-worn cameras. Consider a high-definition image with a resolution of 1920 by 1080, or 1920 pixels horizontally by 1080 pixels vertically, for a grand total of 2,073,600 pixels. Video is nothing more than a series of still images recorded in sequence and played back at a high enough rate—known as the “frame rate”—that our brains see movement and motion. With a standard twenty-four-frame rate video, then, there are twenty-four separate images in each second of video, which means that one second of video made up of separate digital images (known as “raw” video) would have 49,766,400 pixels.169 For many devices, that would be memory-prohibitive: it would simply take more electronic space than most devices have. The solution is compression of digital video, which one article refers to as “the art of throwing as much data away as possible without it showing.”170 The article explains:

By the end of the 1990s, the dominant techniques were based on a three-stage algorithm known as DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform). DCT uses the fact that adjacent pixels in a picture—either physically close in the image (spatial) or in successive images (temporal)—may be the same value. A mathematical transform...is performed on grids of 8×8 pixels (hence the blocks of visual artefacts at high compression levels). It doesn’t reduce data but the resulting coefficient frequency values are no longer equal in their information-carrying roles. Specifically, it’s been shown that for visual systems, the lower frequency components are more important than high frequency ones. A

quantisation process weights these accordingly and ejects those contributing least visual information, depending on the compression level required.171

In layman’s terms, the software applies a “codec” that reviews the separate still images in each frame and looks for small pieces of the image that are similar to each other. If the pieces are sufficiently similar, the software discards one of them and keeps the other, displaying it in both frames. The codec repeats this for the next frame of the image in which it detects no changes or only changes that it believes would not be visible to the human eye.172 In short, a compressed recording from a digital-video camera, including a BWC, is not a reflection of still pictures taken every 1/24th of a second and then put together; instead, it is a collection of pieces of still pictures that are reassembled according to the instructions in the codec. The quality of the codec, then, can affect whether compressed video is an accurate reflection of what it recorded.

Body-worn cameras can provide informational benefits, but those benefits are only as good as the practical limitations of the hardware allow. Despite the superficial similarities, BWCs are not just another source of visual and auditory information akin to human eyes and ears. Even a head-mounted camera will not provide an officer’s-eye view of the situation, to say nothing of shoulder or chest-mounted cameras, and the human eye cannot see the infra-red spectrum the way some cameras can. In short, BWCs will record less, more, and differently than a human would see, all at the same time.

B. Limits of Human Interpretation

The potential for body-worn cameras to have informational benefits assumes that viewers will be able to accurately interpret the recorded videos, but just as digital cameras have inherent limitations, so too do their users. We all suffer from a range of cognitive limitations that can affect our ability to interpret evidence, including video footages. Cognitive biases are, in essence, mental frameworks that help us analyze the otherwise overwhelming flood of information that we perceive in every conscious moment. Without our ever being aware of it, our brains seek to reduce the amount of effort that processing information requires by filtering current perceptions through the lenses of previous experience, identity, and expectation,

171. Id.
172. For an easy to follow explanation of this concept, see David Shelburne, Digital Video Compression, YOUTUBE (Mar. 16, 2014), https://youtu.be/nOo3ScIhTZI?t=116.
drawing associations between certain observations and predicted outcomes or possibilities.\textsuperscript{173} 

One such cognitive bias is motivated reasoning, defined as “the tendency of people to conform [their] assessments of information to some goal or end [other than] accuracy.”\textsuperscript{174} When evaluating information, legal scholar and psychologist Dan Kahan explains,

[the goal of protecting one’s identity or standing in an affinity group that shares fundamental values can generate motivated cognition relating to policy-relevant facts . . . . If a proposition about some policy-relevant fact comes to be commonly associated with membership in such a group, the prospect that one might form a contrary position can threaten one’s standing within it.\textsuperscript{175}

Relatedly, the tendency to interpret information in a way that confirms one’s preexisting worldview or beliefs—what Kahan calls “identity-affirmation” or “identity-protective cognition”\textsuperscript{176}—also affects the way we see the world. Together, motivated reasoning and identity confirmation bias can lead us to unconsciously interpret evidence, including video, so that we see what we expect and want to see.

In the policing context, a study by YouGov can serve as an example of motivated reasoning and confirmation bias in perceptions of police officer and subject honesty. Respondents were given a hypothetical situation in which a police officer has arrested a suspected criminal and “both are complaining that they have been assaulted by the other.”\textsuperscript{177} Respondents were asked who was most likely to be telling the truth. Among white respondents, 44% believed the officer was most likely telling the truth, 29% believed they were equally likely to be telling the truth, and 7% believed the suspect was most likely telling the truth.\textsuperscript{178} Among black respondents, only 4%

\textsuperscript{173} Daniel Kahneman, Thinking Fast and Slow 20–21 (Farrar, Straus & Giroux eds., 2011) (describing the dual process theory of human cognition, comprised of “System 1” thinking, which consists of subconscious reflexive assessments and responses to sudden stimuli and “System 2” thinking, which is marked by conscious deliberation or the use of logic).


\textsuperscript{175} Id.

\textsuperscript{176} Dan M. Kahan & Donald Braman, Cultural Cognition and Public Policy, 24 Yale L. & Pol’y Rev. 149, 150 (2006).

\textsuperscript{177} Reveal Public Survey on Body Worn Cameras, YOUGov, PLC (Sept. 2015) (on file with the North Carolina Law Review).

\textsuperscript{178} Id.
thought the officer was likely to be telling the truth, 41% thought they were equally likely to be telling the truth, and 20% thought the suspect was likely to be telling the truth.\textsuperscript{179} Respondents lacked any reliable information upon which to base their conclusions about the officer’s and suspect’s honesty, so their perceptions were shaped instead by their own identities and expectations. The results are consistent with the findings of well-known studies finding that whites and blacks report very different levels of confidence in the police.\textsuperscript{180}

The same phenomenon plays out when individuals watch videos; their perceptions of the video will be affected by their prior attitudes toward the police.\textsuperscript{181} I worked with The New York Times to develop an interactive feature that involved viewers identifying their perception of police and interpreting a series of ambiguous videos. The methodology was not scientifically rigorous—some questions had 55,000 responses while some had more than 77,000 responses, viewers could submit responses multiple times, and there was no way to control the environment in which viewers watched the video or whether a previous viewer shared information about the video with a future viewer—but the results were nevertheless notable. After watching a video of an officer who approaches a vehicle and then falls to the ground as the driver exists the vehicle, viewers were asked whether they saw a “serious threat” to the officer: a serious threat was reported by twenty-eight percent of individuals who indicated that they generally trust the police, but only by nineteen percent of the individuals who indicated that they generally distrust the police.\textsuperscript{182}

In a much more rigorous study, Roseanna Sommers tested study participants by first evaluating whether they identified with the police (“high identifiers”) and then determining whether that identification affected their evaluation of videos from three police interactions.\textsuperscript{183} Study participants were asked about the facts of each video, whether the officer was fair, and whether the officer’s actions were

\textsuperscript{179} Id.
appropriate. She found that “viewers’ prior attitudes toward the police color their interpretations of the events caught on tape.” Specifically,

[f]or factual judgments, across all three videos, respondents who strongly identified with police were more likely to find facts favoring the police. In other words, high identifiers were less likely to agree that the officer displayed or used weapons, that the officer used insulting language, or that the citizen complied with the officer’s requests. A similar pattern was observed for fairness judgments, the second outcome variable. Across all three videos, high identifiers thought the police officer acted more fairly and respectfully than did low identifiers. On the third outcome variable—global judgments—the same pattern was again observed. High identifiers were more likely than low identifiers to find that the police officer acted appropriately and lawfully. They were less likely to believe that the police officer deserved punishment.

Even more importantly, Sommers found that video was about as susceptible to motivated reasoning as other forms of evidence, leading her to conclude that “video evidence is not worse than other types of testimony, but whether it is superior to the alternatives remains an open question.” However, she notes, individuals who saw video are more certain that their conclusions are correct than individuals who reviewed other forms of evidence: “When we compare the responses of participants given video and nonvideo testimony, we find that those who saw the videos and already identified with the police were more likely to express certitude in their judgment that the officer had acted reasonably or unreasonably.”

Beyond our own general tendency to view (video) evidence in a way that confirms our preexisting worldview, there are specific biases that can limit our ability to draw accurate conclusions from video. One such cognitive limitation is “camera perspective bias,” illuminated in the interrogation context by Daniel Lassiter and his co-authors. In their study, actors reenacted a police interrogation that was recorded in five different ways: there was a written transcript, an audio recording, a video recording taken from over the detective’s
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shoulder and focused on the suspect (the “suspect-focus” camera), a video recording taken from over the suspect’s shoulder and focused on the detective (the “detective-focus” camera), and a video recording taken from a high vantage point with both the detective and the suspect in the frame (the “equal-focus” camera). Study participants were assigned to view one of the five records of the interrogation and to evaluate how coercive or voluntary the suspect’s ultimate confession was. The participants who read the transcript, listened to the audio recording, or watched the equal-focus video reported roughly equal levels of coercion and voluntariness, but not so with the other two groups of participants. The participants who watched the suspect-focus video reported a higher degree of voluntariness and a lower degree of coercion than the transcript, audio recording, and equal-focus groups, while the participants who watched the detective focus video reported a lower degree of voluntariness and a higher degree of coercion. The result demonstrates a cognitive psychology concept of “illusory causation,” which refers to people’s tendency to “overattribute causality to a given stimulus when it is salient or the focus of their attention.” In short, the participants who watched the suspect-focus video overestimated the extent to which the suspect was the cause of the confession because the suspect dominated the video they watched, while the participants who watched the detective-focus video did exactly the same with the detective. In later studies, Lassiter concluded that “people’s literal point of view affects how they initially perceive, or extract, information from an observed interaction, which in turn affects their judgments regarding the causal influence exerted by each interactant.”

Illusory causation has obvious implications for the potential for body-worn cameras to provide informational benefits. The various manufacturers of BWCs make a variety of models that officers can wear on their heads, shoulders/lapels, or chests, but as noted above, all of them are outward facing. Viewing recorded interactions through that keyhole will lead watchers to overattribute causality to the
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individuals with whom the officer is interacting. That tendency is problematic not just in the context of confessions, but also when viewers are being asked to determine the validity of a subject’s consent to an officer’s request to stop and chat or to search, the events that precipitated a subject’s flight or an officer’s use of force, and so on. Camera-perspective bias may suggest that officers are passive observers, merely reacting to the individuals they encounter, when that is not the case.

Interpretation of video is also subject to misinterpretation because of a phenomenon I have come to call “deceptive intensity,” which refers to our tendency to overestimate the amount and speed of movement, and thus the intensity of the action, in body-worn camera footage. Deceptive intensity results from a confluence of the camera’s location, the way BWCs move, and the way we perceive motion. With regard to the camera’s location, Hollywood directors have known for years that positioning the camera underneath the subject so the upward angle of the show exaggerates the subject’s height and the breadth of their shoulders. A shoulder- or chest-mounted camera will duplicate that effect, particularly when officers are physically close to the subject being recorded. To see why, stand within arm’s reach of someone roughly your height and lock eyes with them. Maintain eye contact and, while they remain standing, bend your knees until your eyes are roughly even with their chest (and where your chest had been when you were standing upright). The person in front of you will look substantially taller and may appear broader, and thus more intimidating. Further, as fear increases, our perception of distance changes; threatening individuals appear closer to us than non-threatening individuals.194 And, of course, an individual who is too close to the camera will effectively block out the image entirely, leaving viewers to base their interpretations of events on the recorded sounds of the interaction.

Deceptive intensity also results from the exaggerated movement of the camera itself. Body-worn cameras clip onto glasses, hats, headbands, lapels, or shirts; even those that clip into mounts secured behind shirts or in bullet-proof vests are attached to clothing. Whatever the body-worn camera attaches to, it is not so tightly connected to an officer’s body that it will mimic exactly her movements. Instead, it will bounce around, thrown about by the sway of an officer’s head or the jostling of an officer’s chest.

Because of the way our brain interprets motions, however, we are unable to cognitively compensate for the exaggerated movement when we watch BWC video. The inner ear gives us our vestibular sense of body movement and balance, while proprioceptors in our muscles and joints give us a sense of proprioception, or where our body parts are. These senses are reason that you are not generally dizzy when you wake up in a horizontal position and why you do not have to look for your hands; without any conscious activity on your part, your brain knows what position you are laying in and where your body parts are. When you open your eyes, they provide additional data that your brain uses to calibrate your position and balance. Your eyes are subject to the vestibulo-ocular reflex, which stabilizes your retina by moving your eyeballs slightly slower than you move your head. Further, your brain engages in visual saccadic suppression; in the split second that your eyes are actually moving, your brain interrupts visual processing—you are temporarily blind without ever being aware of it. This can be easily demonstrated by standing in front of a mirror and looking from one eye to the other; saccadic masking makes it impossible for you to ever see your own eye movements.

Your brain takes in and processes a massive amount of information to interpret movement and compensate for that movement as it processes visual signals, but that information is simply missing when you watch a video. Because we are not “in” the movement, we cannot feel the movement, and because it is not our bodies, eyes, and brains experiencing and recording the movements, the images are not steadied by the vestibulo-ocular reflex and saccadic masking. As a result, the movements can appear dramatically exaggerated. To see this for yourself, start recording a video on your smart phone and place the phone on your forehead so the camera is facing in the same direction that you are looking. Fix your eyes on something in front of you; keeping your eyes focused on whatever you selected and keep your phone firmly against your forehead.
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use the tip of your nose to spell your full name in the air as quickly as you can. When you finish, remove the phone from your forehead and stop recording. Did you have any trouble keeping your eyes focused on the object you were looking at? No, almost certainly not. Now watch the video; the object you had no trouble keeping in focus is probably jumping in and out of the frame, whipping around like mad. Could someone who watched the video without any prior knowledge of how it was filmed conclude that you were sitting or standing calmly and wiggling your nose in the air?

I demonstrate the application of this phenomenon in the police context using a video of a simulated foot pursuit in which I play the role of an officer, wearing a Bodycam brand BWC, chasing a fleeing suspect played by one of my students. The link to the video is in the footnote; I urge readers to view the video and to evaluate each separate section—body-worn camera video of the foot pursuit without audio, body-worn camera video of the foot pursuit with audio, and a bystander’s video of the foot pursuit—on a scale from one (a normal walking pace) to ten (Usain Bolt sprinting downhill with a tailwind). Is your perception of the speed of the foot pursuit from the BWC video faster or slower than your perception of speed in the bystander’s video?

At this point, one might be forgiven for assuming that our interpretation of video would be more accurate if viewers had more time to process the recorded events. That assumption, though, is not borne out by the evidence. Not only is there no evidence to suggest that slowing the video down will allow for an improved interpretation of movement, but work published last year in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences suggest that a “slow motion intentionality bias” leaves us ill-equipped to properly interpret slow-motion video. In a series of eight different experiments, Eugene Caruso asked study participants to review a video of a real-world incident—either a murder or a violent contact in professional football—and evaluate the extent to which the actor intended their actions. Some study participants were shown a full-speed video, while others were shown a slow-motion video. Unsurprisingly, the participants who reviewed the slow-motion video reported that the
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actor acted with a higher degree of intent and deliberation than did the participants who watched the regular speed video.\textsuperscript{204} What is surprising, however, is that participants reported similar results even when they were informed, by way of a timer in the video, exactly how much the video had been slowed.\textsuperscript{205} And, perhaps most surprising of all, viewers who watched a slow-motion video continued to report a higher degree of intent even after they watched the regular speed video: “allowing viewers to see both regular speed and slow motion replay mitigates the bias, but does not eliminate it.”\textsuperscript{206}

These biases may be even more troubling given our propensity to be highly confident in our own conclusions, a tendency that may be artificially bolstered even further when our conclusions are based on our review of video evidence.\textsuperscript{207} Watching a video of an event does not make us an eye witness to the event, despite our inclinations to the contrary. This can be particularly problematic in the legal context; as Erwin Chemerinsky has written, “[I]t is deeply troubling when an appellate court, acting on its own, watches a tape and decides the facts of a case for itself.”\textsuperscript{208} The same may be true in an administrative review of an officer’s actions; the relevant question is often whether an officer’s perceptions are reasonable, not whether they are accurate.\textsuperscript{209} Properly reviewing an officer’s use of force, for example, requires treating the officer as the initial finder of fact and reviewing their findings (that is, their perceptions) to determine whether they were reasonable under the circumstances.\textsuperscript{210} The risk of a reviewer interjecting themselves as a witness is exacerbated further by cognitive illiberalism, the risk that believing that our own perceptions and conclusions are inherently more objective and reasonable than conflicting perceptions and conclusions will lead us to discount or ignore those who disagree with us.\textsuperscript{211}
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IV. POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

The prior Part identified two types of practical considerations that will play a significant role in determining whether BWCs can achieve the desired results. This Part looks beyond the inherent limitations by examining how the way we use body-worn cameras will inevitably affect the end results of that use. There is no single “correct” and obviously superior way of using body-worn cameras; the question, instead, is whether the adoption and implementation of body-worn cameras will advance the anticipated benefits or whether their use will actually undermine those goals.212

This Article fully endorses the conceptual framework that Richard Myers suggests: applying the “life cycle of the video” approach to BWC implementation decisions.213 My work here is intended neither to supplant that approach nor to offer a comprehensive application of it. There are, of course, a massive range of policy considerations that are best addressed through consultation with stakeholders, including officers themselves, interest groups such as the prosecution and defense bar, and individual community members. Policies relating to officer and civilian privacy, notification that an officer is recording and that civilians have (or do not have) the right to request the officer to not record in different situations, the transmission and storage of digital video, retention periods, automated analysis, provision of video to private technology companies for machine-learning purposes, et cetera, can all affect the ultimate results of an agency’s BWC program. This Article’s goal is to engage in a very limited analysis of policy concerns by identifying four particularly thorny issues that will exert a substantial impact on the end effect of body-worn camera programs: video creation, supervisory review, officer review, and discretionary release.214


A. Video Creation

When will officers activate their BWCs? Which interactions will be recorded and which will not? If an agency or community adopted body-worn cameras with the goal of gathering more information—regardless of how that information will be used—not recording an interaction obviously fails to advance that goal. Worse, it may affirmatively undermine the other potential benefits, both behavioral and signaling. An officer who has not bothered to activate her camera not only has no extra motivation to behave properly but may actually be perversely incentivized to behave in ways that she knows are inappropriate; freedom from observation may serve to relax the bounds of professional behavior. More directly, while some agencies and communities adopted body-worn cameras with the intent to improve police-community relations, an officer’s failure to record may actually reduce public trust. In one recent officer-involved shooting, an in-car camera system recorded an officer initiating a traffic stop then pursuing the fleeing suspect on foot until both are out of the range of the in-car camera. The officer’s body-worn camera was activated some time later, capturing the shooting itself. The officer’s report indicates that the suspect attempted to point a handgun at him, leading to a physical struggle, but those events are described as happening after the officer chased the suspect out of range of the in-car camera system and before the officer activated his body-worn camera. As in the pre-BWC era, the only available evidence is the officer’s own description of events. The problem with that, of course, is that it is all too easy for community members to draw damning inferences from the absence of video in an incident that could have, and should have, been recorded, especially when BWCs were adopted, in large part, to reduce civilian distrust of the police.

Agencies must identify, ex ante, those situations in which officers are required to record, those situations in which officers are permitted to record, and those situations in which officers are prohibited from recording. Further, they should draft that policy with an eye to advancing the potential benefits that led them to adopt body-worn
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cameras in the first place. An agency that adopted this expensive new technology for the express purpose of changing officer behavior during police-civilian interactions, for example, might lean toward adopting a policy that broadly requires officers to record all or most of those interactions. An agency that is seeking to leverage the informational benefits of BWCs to support their investigations and prosecutions, on the other hand, might adopt a more limited policy that gives officers substantially more discretion to record when they believe it is to their benefit.217

B. Supervisory Review

An agency policy that sets out clear standards for mandatory, permitted, and prohibited recording is a necessary component of a robust body-worn camera policy, but that policy means very little in the absence of enforcement. When the Phoenix, Arizona, Police Department first implemented its body-worn camera program, it adopted a fairly broad mandatory recording policy: with a few exceptions, officers were directed to record essentially all of their investigative or enforcement-related encounters with civilians.218 Officers, however, did not record most of the incidents that they were required to record; they complied with the mandatory recording policy only 42.2% of the time.219 By the end of the trial period, their compliance rate had slipped even further: only about 13.2% of the interactions that officers were required to record were actually being recorded.220 The Phoenix Police Department’s mandatory recording policy was nothing more than a broadly worded paper tiger, in large part because supervisors were not recognizing, evaluating, or addressing officers’ failure to abide by the policy. Not only did the lack of activations fail to advance the informational benefits that the BWC program could have provided, it undermined the potential behavioral benefits by establishing a policy violation as the standard operating procedure.221

The Round Lake Park, Illinois, Police Department offers another example of how the failure to properly manage a BWC
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program can impact the program’s ultimate success. More than eight months after the agency adopted a body-worn camera system, officers discovered that the cameras had been recording constantly, even when they were purportedly turned off or in “sleep” mode. Officers had inadvertently recorded themselves using the bathroom while on-duty and, even more troubling, recorded themselves and their families on their days off.222 There are a number of troubling implications in that example, but one of them is that no one was reviewing the video footage; the police chief said “that he had been unaware of the recordings until an officer discovered them.”223

When can and should supervisors review an officer’s BWC recordings? Such a review could be made mandatory; supervisors could be required to check a random sampling of an officer’s interactions with civilians to ensure both that the officer is recording when he is supposed to be and that an officer is performing his duties appropriately. Alternatively, such a review could be recommended, but discretionary. Or a supervisor could be prohibited from reviewing an officer’s videos without some reason to do so, such as a civilian complaint. Under a restrictive review policy, the receipt of a complaint may allow a supervisor to review all of the officer’s videos (to see, for example, whether the officer is engaging in problematic behavior as a matter of habit) or only the videos related to the specific complaint. Each policy choice has the potential to have some effect on the ultimate outcome of an agency’s body-worn camera program.

C. Officer Review

One of the more controversial policy decisions is whether to allow officers to review body-worn camera footage prior to writing their reports. The most common approach appears to allow officers to do so without restriction; that is, officers may review BWC videos prior to writing any or all of their reports. Florida law, for example, now requires police agencies that have adopted body-worn cameras to “permit[] a law enforcement officer using a body camera to review the recorded footage from the body camera, upon his or her own initiative or request, before writing a report or providing a statement regarding any event arising within the scope of his or her official
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duties." Other entities, including the National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers and UpTurn, advocate for the opposite approach: officers should never be allowed to review video footage of an interaction before writing a report.

The core concern relates to the potential for officers to base their reports on the body-camera video itself instead of their own perceptions or recollections. In the context of incident or arrest reports, which turn on objective facts rather than the officer’s perception, a pre-report review may be relatively unproblematic. An officer writing up a burglary report, for example, should be able to review the recorded interview with the victim so that the officer can include in the report a complete list and description of any stolen items. In the same vein, an officer writing up a DUI arrest would benefit from the ability to review BWC footage so that she can accurately record the ways in which the stopped motorist failed field sobriety exercises. Although officer reports are generally accurate, the availability of video can make them even more accurate, allowing agencies to reap the informational benefits of BWCs.

Use-of-force reports, however, are a different story. The propriety of a use of force does not turn on the objective facts of the situation but on the reasonableness of an officer’s perceptions and actions. In this context, officers should not be able to review BWC footage before writing a report. Most obviously, it creates both the opportunity for deception and, even more importantly, the perception that there is nothing to prevent officers from engaging in deception. To the extent that deception occurs, it may well occur in some occasions as a result of the officer being put in a moral dilemma. Consider, for example, an officer who is interacting with a bellicose subject and notices, out of the corner of her eye, the subject ball his hands into fists. Fearing an attack, the officer preemptively uses force, bringing the subject to the ground. Upon reviewing the video, however, the officer sees that the subject’s hands, more clearly visible in the video than in her peripheral vision, were never balled into fists after all. What is that hapless officer to do? Ideally, perhaps, the officer would document her perceptions as well as her knowledge that
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her perceptions were inaccurate. Officers are only human, however, and it is entirely plausible to suspect that some number of officers in that position would leave out any mention of balled fists and instead find something in the video that they could use to justify their actions.

Beyond concerns about deception, allowing officers to view a video of events may unconsciously change their memory of those events.\textsuperscript{227} Human memory is not encoded like digital data; it is subject to decay and alteration without our ever being aware of it.\textsuperscript{228} Have you ever, for example, had an argument with a family member or significant other about a factual issue that both you and the other person remember clearly but entirely differently? Even though both parties in such an argument may be highly confident in their own memories, it is clear that one of them, and perhaps both of them, are not, in fact, remembering the events accurately. Because the constitutionality of an officers’ use of force requires identifying their contemporaneous perceptions, allowing officers to potentially change their memory of those events can only hinder the accuracy of their report. Someone clearly needs to watch the video to determine whether the officer’s perceptions were reasonable under the circumstances, but that is not a question for the officer herself.

Whether an agency allows an officer to review body-worn camera footage before writing a report, particularly a use-of-force report, can have a significant effect on the potential symbolic benefits, behavioral benefits, and informational benefits of a BWC program.

\textbf{D. Discretionary Release}

The last policy consideration I will discuss involves the discretionary release of BWC footage to the public or interested parties. Keith Scott was shot and killed by Charlotte-Mecklenburg police officers on September 20, 2016.\textsuperscript{229} Shortly after the shooting, the agency announced that several officers had been equipped with body-worn cameras and that there was video of the incident; however, the agency refused to release that video.\textsuperscript{230} The agency
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instead furnished only a description of BWC video, saying the videos contained nothing of “relevance.”

The shooting had already received public attention and criticism, especially after Mr. Scott’s wife released a video she had taken on her cell phone, and the refusal to release the officers’ videos quickly exacerbated community tensions.

Charlotte-Mecklenburg’s experience is by no means atypical; agencies that have used body-worn camera videos to promote positive images of their officers on social media and to defend their officers’ actions in the court of public opinion have also demonstrated some reluctance to release video that is ambiguous or suggestive of wrongdoing. And yet agencies that refuse to release video or do so only reluctantly can seriously undermine public trust; it is no great exaggeration to say that having body-worn cameras but refusing to release video will often prove worse, from a police-community relations standpoint, than not having BWCs in the first place. As the New Jersey Supreme Court wrote:

[...]In the case of a police shooting, non-disclosure of dash-cam videos can undermine confidence in law enforcement and the work that officers routinely perform. It can also fuel the perception that information is being concealed—a concern that is enhanced when law enforcement officials occasionally reveal footage that exculpates officers.

The Seattle Police Department offers a powerful example of an agency that chose exactly the opposite approach, at least at one point: for an extended period of time, they posted redacted versions of all activity within seventy-two hours. Delaying the release allows investigators to find and interview the most important witnesses without undermining the integrity of the investigation, but having a specific, short-term deadline for release also mitigates public demands
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for information. Community members know that they will have the opportunity to view the video evidence for themselves, regardless of whether the video inculpates the officer, exculpates the officer, or is entirely ambiguous. Such a policy avoids any appearance that the agency is hiding information or improperly protecting its officers, which can only bolster public trust.

There are, of course, a host of other policy issues that agencies will need to grapple with, from addressing the security of transmission and storage to the role, if any, of automated analytical tools and from how to best train officers to use BWCs on the street to how to best educate supervisors, investigators, and the public in the limits of video footage. This Part explored four especially thorny policy questions: When must, can, and mustn’t officers activate their BWCs? When can and must supervisors check the existence or content of BWC footage? When can officers review BWC footage? And how should the agency handle the discretionary decision to release video footage when that release is not legally required? None of these questions are reducible to a single correct answer. Instead, the answers should be developed with an eye toward achieving the benefits that the agency, working with internal and external stakeholders, has identified and prioritized.

CONCLUSION

The adoption of BWCs is both widespread and growing, and it is not difficult to see why. Police executives and community leaders, elected officials and activists, officers and, of course, BWC manufacturers have identified with a wide array of potential benefits. Body-worn cameras promise to improve police-community relations, to reduce police uses of force, to enhance the accuracy of use-of-force investigations, to facilitate officer training, to definitely resolve complaints about officer rudeness, to discourage frivolous complaints, to support criminal prosecutions, to improve officer supervision, to assist in civil litigation, to build public trust, and so on. The assurances that a particularly technology will meaningfully improve various aspects of policing are nothing new. The same promises, or ones like them, were made in the context of in-car camera systems. How can the various claims be fairly assessed so that police agencies and the
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communities they serve can determine whether and how to implement a body-worn camera program?

This Article offers a framework for thinking about body-worn cameras. It does so providing a taxonomy of benefits, by identifying limitations, and by discussing policy considerations. It classifies the potential benefits into three different categories and explaining the causal mechanism for each. The first category is *symbolic benefits*. Symbolic benefits include improvements to public trust and the perception of police legitimacy, which can strengthen the police-community relationship. An agency’s adoption of BWCs can serve as a signal to constituents that the agency takes community concerns seriously and that the agency is taking affirmative steps to promote professional behavior among officers and reduce uses of force. The second category is *behavioral benefits*. Body-worn cameras, it is thought, can change both officer and civilian behavior; BWCs will encourage officers to comply with legal and administrative rules and will encourage both officers and civilians to be more civil in their interactions and to reduce resistance and aggression that can contribute to violent encounters. To the extent that we see behavioral changes, those changes may be the result of some combination of the observer effect, deterrence, conformity, or experiential updating. The final category is *informational benefits*. Video footage, it is commonly believed, is more accurate, objective, and comprehensive than other forms of evidence. Having video footage of police-civilian interactions will shine a critical light on “some of the most opaque domains of criminal procedure.” 237 The resulting information can be used for police accountability, criminal and civil litigation, investigations, training, machine learning, and in a host of other ways.

It would be a mistake, though, to assume that the adoption of body-worn cameras will lead inexorably to the fulfillment of their various promises. The Article identifies the inherent limitations of body-worn cameras, as well as the people who watch BWC videos, and describes how those limitations can weaken or even undermine cameras’ potential value. Even when the limitations are not inherent in the technology or the individuals using the technology, merely *having* a piece of technology cannot begin to guarantee that an agency will enjoy the potential benefits. For that, a BWC program must be carefully considered ex ante, then implemented with an eye toward achieving the agency’s goals. A successful implementation will, in most cases, require not just the acquisition of BWCs, but also
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appropriate policies, procedures, training, and supervision, not to mention some periodic assessment of performance and reconsideration of whether and how the technology is having the desired effect. Failure on one or more of those points may well result in a BWC undermining, rather than facilitating, the desired outcome. This Article identifies a non-exhaustive series of important policy considerations.

In that way, BWCs are no different than other tools. Tools should be used to accomplish normatively desirable tasks when they are an efficient way of accomplishing or facilitating that task. This Article has provided a framework that police executives, elected officials, and community members can apply to make more informed decisions about whether and how body-worn cameras can, in Judge Scheindlin’s words, “serve a variety of useful functions.”
